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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION:
Resilience is frequently discussed by employers, but its definition is often unclear. 
Many employers see resilience as an increasingly important issue, even more so in the 
context of the diverse pressures of the modern workplace. 

This resource pack is designed help employers and individuals define what resilience means for them, and 
how it can serve as an important indicator of workplace health.

In this pack you will find:

Promoting resilience and wellbeing in the workplace



Introduction from Graham Abbey,  
Suffolk Chamber of Commerce.

”There are times when  you  need  to  
take  a leap, even if you’re not quite 
sure how or where you will land”
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Such was the case in early 2018 when Suffolk Chamber 
of Commerce and Suffolk County Council’s Public Health 
Team came together to see how Suffolk’s businesses 
could play a role in delivering positive health outcomes.

Throughout that year, we sought to raise awareness 
of key health and wellbeing issues – everything from 
musculoskeletal conditions (MSK) through to sleep 
deprivation.

As importantly, under phase one of the ‘Improving 
Workplace Health Initiative’, we signposted ways in which 
businesses and other organisations could help support 
their staff to address issues and to maximise their longer-
term health and wellbeing.

The response from business leaders was overwhelmingly 
positive. Most organisations already understood that by 
appropriately improving their workspaces and working 
practices they could contribute to improving their staff’s 
health and wellbeing.

They saw this as both being the right thing to do in 
itself, but also as a way of boosting staff retention and 
addressing  knotty issues such as productivity and 
absenteeism.

But in conversations with businesses, it was clear that 
much of the language used and how it was accessed 
didn’t seem to relate to their reality as busy commercial 
leaders and managers – and in a language they can  
relate to.

Which is why for the second year of the Improving 
Workplace Health initiative, Suffolk County Council 

and the Suffolk Chamber have taken a radically different 
approach.

Focused around the theme of building resilience 
(the ability of a company’s staff to bounce back from 
difficulties), we have been engaging with a wide range of 
Suffolk businesses.

Through a series of workshops looking at different 
aspects of resilience, over two dozen organisations have 
successfully come together to share experiences of good 
– and sometimes less-than-successful – approaches to 
boosting positive workplace health and wellbeing results.

This unique approach has resulted in this resource pack 
which is filled with key advice, case studies and links to 
more detailed expert content. An online version is also 
available on the Suffolk Chamber website  
(www.suffolkchamber.co.uk) and this will be regularly 
updated over the coming months.

Written by businesses for other businesses in a direct 
and non-technical language, we believe the pack will 
be of direct use to all companies in Suffolk. Additionally, 
we believe this approach is a UK first, and will be yet 
more evidence of Suffolk’s market leading successes in 
becoming the best place to run a business in the UK.

Thank you to all the Suffolk companies who devoted time 
and energy in contributing to the resource pack. Thanks 
also to those Suffolk Chamber members within the health 
sector who operated as a ‘virtual’ board, offering wise 
advice as the resource pack took shape. 

Cllr James Reeder is Suffolk County 
Council’s Cabinet Member for Public 
Health and Prevention. He has had 
extensive commercial experience, chairing 
Suffolk Chamber in Lowestoft & Waveney 
Commerce and running his own business.
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I am delighted to be able to introduce this business 
resilience toolkit, which represents a successful 
merger between the real-world experience of Suffolk 
businesses with the best practice evidence provided by 
the county council’s public health team.

This is important because it shows that both public and 
private sector – although different in many ways – also 
have much to share and learn from each other. In recent 
years, the impact of the financial crisis has challenged 
all sectors of our economy and has led to local 
authorities and businesses alike rethinking how best to 
operate in times of reduced resources and budgets.

“A healthy workforce is a productive 
workforce”
Whatever the future holds, we know that retaining a 
healthy and effective workforce is a priority in the face 
of challenges and opportunities such as changing 
demographics, ways of working and with advances in 
new technology.

From my own experience, I know first-hand how 
difficult it can be to manage the balance sheet while 
taking into account factors that are often well beyond 
our control. All of this can of course take its toll on 
employees and leaders alike, and we can see the 
evidence of this in many modern workplaces.

Thankfully, employee wellbeing practice has moved on 
considerably in recent years, with greater

understanding of the stressors that impact our health 
and a more enlightened approach from employers. 
It’s heartening to hear from the Suffolk businesses who 
have supported this project and to read about how 
they are investing in the wellbeing of their workforce.

I would argue that the moral and economic case for 
prioritising wellbeing is too great to ignore; a healthy 
workforce is a productive workforce, therefore it stands 
to reason that employers should see the business sense 
in seeing this as a priority area.

No organisation can do these things in isolation, which 
is why resources such as this toolkit are so valuable, 
inviting organisations to share examples of what works, 
or indeed doesn’t work, for them.

We have traditionally compared ourselves to other local 
authorities, but I think this collaboration between the 
county council and Suffolk Chamber has demonstrated 
the value in looking further for positive practice that we 
can learn from. The business community has plenty to 
commend it, and this is borne out by the examples in 
this toolkit.

Finally, I am grateful to every organisation that has 
supported this programme of work, sharing their 
experiences so candidly. I have every confidence 
that this toolkit will support our diverse businesses to 
improve their resilience and to be better prepared for 
whatever the future holds.
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This matters because we are facing unprecedented 
uncertainty on a number of fronts. Although not 
exhaustive by any means, this includes the multiple 
challenges of how best to prepare for Brexit, the 
shifting demographic factors that will shape how we 
work later into life, advances in technology and the 
overall impact on job security. 

Looking after our employees, our number one asset, is 
more important now than ever before. 

There are I believe three essential enablers of health 
and wellbeing in the workplace. Firstly, having leaders 
in the organisation who clearly care about employee 
wellbeing. Then, having formal structures in place to 
make this a reality, which could include having a non-
executive director on the board taking an interest in 
employee health and wellbeing, working alongside 
and with employees and HR colleagues to provide a 
comprehensive picture of the extent of the challenges, 
what is working, and what needs to be done.   

The third driver of employee wellbeing is having good 
line managers, trained to support their people. We 
usually promote individuals because of their technical 
competence, but that doesn’t necessarily mean being 
good managers of people. So, the organisation needs 
to support line managers’ capability in this area. I 
would also add to this some broad mental health 
training. I want every line manager to understand when 
an employee is not well and to know where to find 
advice and help*.

“In my experience, line managers 
are the lynchpin to the success of 
an organisation’s commitment to 
workplace wellbeing. They can make 
all the difference by supporting and 
understanding their employees’ 
wellbeing, with support from senior 
managers who also share this 
commitment. I would go one step 
further and suggest that one of the 
most important relationships in any 
organisation is that between a line 
manager and his or her employees” 

There is no single approach that best fits every 
organisation. The majority of businesses in Suffolk 
are small and medium enterprises, many of them 
employing only a handful of people. There is not 
usually the luxury of occupational health or HR 
departments, or standard policies that govern the 
various aspects of employee health and wellbeing. 

This publication aims to provide ideas and first-hand 
experience from Suffolk organisations, big and 
small, about what has worked for them. It is intended 
to provide food for thought and even inspiration 
about why workplace wellbeing represents such a 
worthwhile, long-term investment.

Dame Carol Black is an expert advisor 
to the government on health and 
work. She advocates for the crucial 
relationship between managers and 
their staff.
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It is a pleasure to contribute to this publication.

In recent years, the understanding of workplace 
health (mental and physical) and wellbeing has 
gained prominence and is now rightfully a key 
concern of many employers. The more forward-
thinking organisations have recognised that, 
far from being an optional extra, investing in a 
healthy workforce pays dividends in terms of 
reducing sickness and presenteeism and thereby 
maintaining and improving productivity.

That’s not to say that this is a view shared by all. 
The latest research by the British Safety Council 
has revealed significant uncertainty among UK 
companies about wellbeing at work. Its report, 
Not just free fruit: wellbeing at work, found that 
employers are unclear how to define or measure 
wellbeing, and at odds to know what works.   
Fortunately the Government has established 
a What Works Centre for Wellbeing, and this 
is a source of knowledge on all aspects of 
wellbeing, and should enable those who doubt 
the concept and its value to understand it.  

With this in mind, I am pleased to see the 
approach being taken in Suffolk, with local 
employers openly sharing their experiences of 
the interventions and approaches that improve 
health, resilience and wellbeing, approaches 
that are making a real difference. 

* Dame Carol Black: Solving the Wellbeing Puzzle, PoliticsHome, February 2019



Good employment opportunities, rather than low skilled career limiting jobs, 
are often a key component of high quality of life for individuals. Helping people 
into better quality jobs therefore helps them, and can save money for the wider 

public sector. High quality employment reduces the long-term demand for 
healthcare, and the cost of welfare; and it can drive increased tax and business 

rate revenues making investment in key services easier to afford.

FACTS,
FIGURES

AND CONTEXT
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NATIONAL CONTEXT: 
• An estimated 137 million days were lost to sickness absence in the UK in 2016 alone, equating to lost 

productivity and the associated cost to employers.

• Sickness absence costs UK businesses an estimated £29bn per year.

• Indirect and hidden costs can cause employers to spend the equivalent of 9% of their annual budget.

• A review of academic studies shows that the return on investment for some workplace health initiatives can 
range from £2 for every £1 spent (1:2) to £34 for every £1 spent (1:34).

• In 2014 an estimated 1.2m working people in Great Britain had an illness or health condition likely to be 
caused, or exacerbated by, their current or previous employment.

• National statistics show that 137 million working days were lost in the UK in 2016, mainly due to minor illnesses 
(such as coughs and colds) followed by musculoskeletal problems affecting the back, neck and arms and 
mental ill health including stress, depression, anxiety and other conditions. Many of the latter will be due to 
work related issues. 

• Absenteeism is estimated to cost the average UK business £554 per employee, with UK businesses losing 6.9 
days a year per employee due to absenteeism.

• The ‘Thriving at Work’ report (2017) highlights that although there are more people at work with mental health 
conditions than ever before, 300,000 people with a long-term mental health problem lose their jobs each year. 
The report asserts that a societal shift is needed, where everyone is more aware of their own mental health, as 
well as other people’s mental health, and how to cope when mental health fluctuates.

Much of the following information is taken from the 2017 Annual 
Public Health Report: Working for Wellbeing. If you are interested 
in reading more, and finding out about the original sources of the 
information, you can find the report  online: 

www.healthysuffolk.org.uk/jsna/annual-public-health-report

Health  
and Care

Inclusive 
Growth

Working for  
wellbeing  

Suffolk Annual Public Health Report 2017

DID YOU KNOW? 
The Danish have a word for workplace satisfaction – Arbejdsgloede (pronounced ah-bites- glehthe). Suffolk 
(and the UK!) could learn from Denmark. Looking at the ‘happiest nations’ top ten, the UK doesn’t feature, 
however Nordic countries are prominent. Unfortunately due to a culture of working very long hours, the UK 
does feature in the list of countries working 50+ hours per week.



w
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IN SUFFOLK:
Overview:

• A total population of 758,600 in 2018.  

• 445,500 (58.7%) aged between 16-64. 

• Suffolk’s employment rate has been consistently 
higher than the Great Britain average. This is good 
news for Suffolk, as high rates of employment are 
generally protective against inequalities.

• The local unemployment rate has consistently been 
lower than national rates, which is positive, as there 
is strong evidence that individuals who experience 
a period of unemployment are more dependent on 
public services, and are more likely to experience 
poor social mobility (the extent to which people 

can overcome inherent disadvantage). The most 
recent data continues this trend with Suffolk 
unemployment rates lower than national.

• Suffolk has lower levels of gross weekly pay for 
Suffolk workers (compared to the East of England 
and Great Britain). 2018 data indicates Suffolk full 
time workers earn £537.3 per week, compared to 
£590.3 in the East of England and £571.1 for Great 
Britain. 

• Although trend data indicates that the proportion 
of people with a degree (or equivalent 
qualification) is increasing (in both Suffolk and 
Great Britain), Suffolk still remains below the 
average for Great Britain.

In order for workers to be productive, 
they need to be healthy, happy and 
motivated, and be able to work in an 
environment which is safe, and able 
to invest in competitive technology. 
Attracting investment into Suffolk is 
therefore key, and initiatives in areas such 
as energy, and information technology and 
communications, have already generated 
impressive results.

Labour Supply

Employment and unemployment (Apr 2018 - Mar 2019)

All People Suffolk 
(Numbers)

Suffolk 
(%)

East 
(%)

Great 
Britain 

(%)

Econimically Active 380,100 81.8 81.2 78.7

In Employment 367,400 79.0 78.4 75.4

Employees 306,200 67.6 66.8 64.4

Self Employed 59,700 11.1 11.4 10.7

Unemployed 12,800 3.4 3.4 4.1

Source: ONS annual population survey

Numbers are for those aged 16 and over, % are for those aged 16-64. 
For unemployed: numbers and % are for those aged 16 and over. % is a 
proportion of economically active.
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TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT:
• Suffolk has on average, a lower proportion of 

people working in the highest paid occupations. 
Suffolk has above average levels of people in lower 
paid occupations (process, plant and machine 
operatives and elementary occupations). The 
proportions have remained largely unchanged over 
the last decade.

• The public sector is the largest employer in Suffolk, 
followed by people working in distribution and 
hospitality.

• The majority of businesses in Suffolk employ small 
numbers of people. 98% of enterprises in the 
county employ up to 49 people.

• While new businesses have typically performed 
well in Suffolk, surviving for longer than in the UK, 
recent data suggests that local business formation 
rates are falling; this has important implications for 
future economic growth in Suffolk.

• The Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) is a key 
contributor to the local economy. There are over 
2,600 charities in Suffolk, with a combined income 
of £264.5m, spent on services and resources in 
Suffolk. In Suffolk, the VCS, like the business sector, 
is largely made up of small and medium enterprises 
(SME) that operate at a local scale, spending that 
money in and for Suffolk. Additionally, volunteering 
builds skills and employability for people of all ages, 
and increases the impact of the support work carried 
out by charities to help people back into work.

A SPOTLIGHT ON SMALL 
AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES:
• In Suffolk, there are a high proportion of small 

and medium sized businesses. Engagement with 
smaller businesses can be challenging due to their 
fragmented nature, and their human resources, 
occupational health and/ or organisational 
development capacity may be very limited. For 
example, considering workplace health initiatives, 
there may only be one person leading on the area 
as part of a wider role, rather than a whole team of 
human resources/occupational health staff.

• Nationally, 21% of employees of small businesses 
(less than 50 employees) report access to 
occupational health, and only 12% report access to 
Employee Assistance Programmes.

Those in routine and manual occupations tend 
to have lower levels of qualifications and skills. 
They also have a much higher prevalence of 
certain health risk behaviours (e.g. smoking). 
These factors coupled with restrictive 
employment and lack of opportunities could 
result in worse health outcomes for those in 
routine and manual occupations.

Suffolk Business Counts (2018)

Businesses

Micro (0 to 9) 26,025

Small (10 to 49) 2,655

Medium (50 to 249) 465

Large (250+) 110

Total 29,470

Businesses Premises

Micro (0 to 9) 29,330

Small (10 to 49) 4,810

Medium (50 to 249) 910

Large (250+) 120

Total 35,170
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• A major positive of working in a smaller business 
is that it can be a lot more person focused. For 
example: Jesper Dansholm, managing director, 
Denmark at Universum highlights this: “Historically, 
Denmark doesn’t have a strong industrial heritage, 
but it has a lot of medium-sized businesses…This 
means that often the employee comes first. It’s 
easier to live by that phrase if you have a company 
with 50 employees and you know the reason 
you’ve grown by 20 per cent last year was due 
to your people. The individual contribution of 
the employee becomes very visible”.  Working 
in a smaller business may lead to better balance 
between work and home. 

• Additionally, sickness absence is lower in smaller 
businesses, 1.7% of working hours are lost to sickness 
in businesses with less than 25 employees compared 
to 2.3% in businesses with 25-500 employees.

GROSS VALUE ADDED AND 
PRODUCTIVITY
• In general, the higher the productivity of a country 

the higher the living standards that it can afford and 
the more options it has to choose from to improve 
wellbeing. Lower productivity may be linked to 
lower job satisfaction and wellbeing and lower pay, 
and hence to poorer health. Suffolk’s productivity 
levels (how good we are at delivering the goods 
and services that are bought and sold) are low. 
Suffolk continues to experience low productivity, 
despite high overall levels of employment.

• There is a direct link between poor health and poor 
productivity. Being absent from work because 
of illness is detrimental both to the individual 
concerned and the economy.

• Although Suffolk is forecast to see above average 
employment and Gross Value Added (GVA) growth 
it is unlikely to close the current productivity gap 
due to low wages. Employment (and therefore 
GVA) are forecast to grow more strongly in Suffolk 
than in the UK as a whole. 

• However, Suffolk’s labour productivity (GVA per 
worker) is forecast to take over 10 years to reach 
the current UK level, by which time the UK figure 
is expected to have grown by around 12%. Labour 
productivity in Suffolk is expected to remain at 
less than 90% of the UK average, driven down by 
low wages. The “productivity gap” is expected to 
widen over the next 20 years from £2.4bn in 2019 
to £3.2bn in 2039, if wage structures remain similar 
to today. The productivity gap is the difference in 
total GVA Suffolk would produce if our productivity 
per worker was at the UK average. 

• At the time of writing this report, the impact of 
Brexit is unknown, and therefore its impacts cannot 
be quantified. However, Brexit is likely to have a 
significant impact for employment, wages and the 
wider economy, and is something that will need to 
be monitored over the coming years.

Healthy individuals are generally more 
productive workers and have lower rates of 
absenteeism.

Improving the health and wellbeing of Suffolk’s 
working-age population will therefore increase 
local economic growth, by getting more 
people into work, and by increasing business 
productivity levels.

Of course, some illness cannot be prevented, 
but by promoting good health, sickness can 
be reduced. This means a happier, healthier 
workforce, and reduced cost.
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING:
• The health and wellbeing of Suffolk’s working age 

population and the local economy are intrinsically 
linked. Wellbeing at work is a critical economic 
issue, and pursuing an inclusive economic growth 
agenda should help to ensure that the benefits of 
growth are available to all, including those who most 
need them. Being in work is good for the health of 
individuals and society – and being in good health is 
good for ‘wealth’, defined as including physical and 
mental wellbeing, as well as financial security.

• 2013-2015 data for Suffolk indicates that 2.3% of 
employees had at least one day off in the previous 
working week, similar to the national figure (2.2%).

• The estimated cost of mental health related absence 
alone in the UK is £8.4 billion per year, suggesting a 
cost to Suffolk of around £112 million a year.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE:
• One of the major success stories of recent years 

is the fact that people are living longer, with life 
expectancy rates, until very recently, steadily 
increasing. 

• In twenty years’ time, the working age population 
will be similar in size to the dependant population.  
Currently, around 1 in 5 people in Suffolk are aged 
65 and over. In 20 years’ time, this figure is likely to 
be 1 in 3.  

• Suffolk’s labour force is likely to dwindle in 
proportion to our total population but as the 
pension age increases, more people will be 
economically active into their 60s and possibly 
even their 70s. This will mitigate the fall in our 
working population to some extent. 

• By 2039 the ratio of working to non-working 
people will change from 5.9 people of working 
age for every 4.1 children and older people, to 5 
people of working age for every 5 children and 
older people. This means that it will be more 
important than ever for those who are working in 
Suffolk to be employed in highly skilled and well-
paid roles, and to be able to work productively.

• Currently 89% of retirement age people are 
economically inactive. If this trend continues, nearly 
1 in 3 of Suffolk’s population will be economically 
inactive people aged 65 and over by 2039 
compared to 1 in 5 today. However, this sector 
of the population may continue to make wider 
valuable contributions to the economy through 
volunteering opportunities.

• Suffolk may also face challenges from the 
automation of jobs, with some studies suggesting 
a greater percentage of Suffolk jobs are at risk than 
across the UK as a whole. Just over 31% of Suffolk 
jobs are at high risk of automation, compared to 
30% across the UK.

While there is a clear need to live healthily in 
mid-life to ensure continuing health in later 
years, there is also an economic imperative. 
As we live longer, we will work longer, and the 
state pension age will rise to 68 between 2037 
and 2039, affecting everyone aged 46 or under 
in 2017. As people stay in work for longer, it is 
vital that they do so as healthily as possible.

LINKS TO SOURCES AND TO FIND OUT MORE: 

Suffolk 20+: https://www.healthysuffolk.org.uk/jsna/state-of-
suffolk-report 

Working for Wellbeing Suffolk Annual Public Health Report 2017: 
https://www.healthysuffolk.org.uk/jsna/annual-public-health-report

Nomis: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/
la/1941962836/report.aspx



How to define resilience was a key focus for around 30 Suffolk 
employers when they met as part of a series of workshops 

throughout 2019. While they agreed that no single, universal 
definition was possible, each organisation considered what 

resilience meant for them and have shared their discussions in 
the following section.

WHAT IS
RESILIENCE?
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WHAT IS 
RESILIENCE?

ABOUT RESILIENCE
So far this pack has provided introductions from key individuals, and an overview as to why 
health and wellbeing is so crucial to employees, employers and the wider Suffolk system. The 
main focus of this resource, and value to Suffolk employers, is concerned with the following: 

What does resilience 
mean when applied to an 
organisational context?

Is it helpful when 
considering workplace 
health? 

How do Suffolk 
organisations define 
resilience on their  terms?

These were just three of the questions that business 
representatives considered when they came together 
during four workplace health workshops during 2019 
as part of the  pioneering collaboration between Public 
Health Suffolk and Suffolk Chamber of Commerce.

This resource pack for businesses aims to describe 
and define resilience and what it means for particular 
organisations. Using their own descriptions and examples, 
you will start to build a picture of how other companies 
have created resilience and what this means for them.

Our aspiration is to have a shared understanding of what 
resilience is (and is not) across Suffolk. 

There is no one standard approach to define resilience, and each organisation is different.  
What works for a large employer with 500 staff is unlikely to work for small or medium 

enterprises. That is why this toolkit provides a range of examples, including practical tips 
and suggestions of what works for them.

Remember, resilience is a relative concept and one we encourage organisations to consider 
and define for themselves by working through this toolkit.
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“Being able to consistently 
provide an excellent service 
to our clients through having a 
consistent and available team 
and being able to ask for help 
and share resources.”

“Resilience is about being 
able to manage problems and 
issues and to recover quickly 
from difficulties. It is also 
something that we help our 
Client with, providing support 
and cover to allow Clients to 
manage issues and problems.”

“Getting your emotional 
needs met in a healthy ways 
such that you can withstand 
one or more of them being 
unmet for a short period of 
time.”

“The ability to deal with the 
challenges of work and life 
effectively and to be able to 
bounce back after setbacks.”

“The ability to adjust to any 
given situation.”

“Resilience means having the 
strength and ability to cope 
with adversity and to bounce 
back stronger after a setback. 
It’s also about striving to 
push forward with a plan 
despite having to overcome 
obstacles that might be in 
the way. It is also about being 
ready to take on external 
factors which can affect our 
business e.g. economy, 
Brexit, marketing trends etc.”

“To me resilience means 
having the ability to come 
back from a difficult situation 
that has happened. In the 
workplace this can mean if 
something doesn’t go your 
way or something happens 
unexpectedly the organisation 
needs to deal with it in such a 
way that doesn’t have adverse 
effects on the rest of the 
organisation and potentially 
learn from the situation.”

“The ability to withstand 
pressure, adversity and failure 
by bouncing back and ‘going 
again.”*Based on direct quotes from Suffolk  

employers who took part in workshops  
from May to October 2019
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“Resilience does not mean 
being able to do everything 
and taking on all the burden 
and not able to ask for help.”

“Resilience is not just about 
“ploughing on” regardless 
and getting through 
difficulties, it is about 
managing the problems and 
moving on. It’s not about 
toughness or strength but 
more about helping and 
supporting others.”

“Doing Mental Health First 
Aid, being aware of mental 
ill health conditions, being 
strong, stiff upper lip, etc.”

“Working all the time.”

“Unable to cope with 
change.”

“Resilience is not being 
super human and carrying 
on regardless even if you are 
feeling weak, overwhelmed 
or ill. It is not about putting 
up with everything that is 
thrown at you and carrying on. 
It is also not about not asking 
for help when you need it. 
It definitely does not mean 
having to put up with being 
treated badly or discriminated 
against.”

“Holding onto situations 
that have happened or 
continuously bringing up 
‘remember when such and 
such happened i.e., not 
being able to move on from 
situations or taking learning 
from them.”

“A teflon shell attitude where 
challenges are ignored.”

*Based on direct quotes from Suffolk  
employers who took part in workshops  
from May to October 2019



Although open to some interpretation, resilience  is generally accepted to mean the ability to 
withstand pressure or challenges brought about by one of the many issues that 21st Century 
businesses face every day. It can refer to an individual’s resilience, a team or an entire 
organisation. It is seen as something that is to be prized and nurtured wherever possible.
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This is not the same as keeping calm and carrying 
on in spite of everything. There is, of course, a fine 
line between struggling on regardless and storing 
up problems for a future date rather than resolving 
something as soon as possible. That’s why this pack is 
as much about what resilience is as what it is not.

Much has been written about the potential harm of 
implying that employees should simply “suck it up” 
and carry on (such as presenteeism) and long-term 
absenteeism). Regardless of the pressures they face. 
This is damaging not only for an individual’s wellbeing 
but for the productivity and morale of an organisation.

MAKING IT PERSONAL TO 
YOUR BUSINESS
• During four workshops held throughout 2019, 

Suffolk businesses shared their definitions of 
resilience: It’s a flexible concept that means different 
things to organisations. It can have unintended 
connotations with “invincibility” or “never failing” 
which can be problematic and off-putting for 
employees.

• The important point is for each organisation 
to define what resilience means for them, 
creating a clear statement that resonates with the 
organisation’s culture.

• This statement/definition should be produced with 
staff and not set by management.

• Measuring a resilient organisation is also tricky. It is 
subjective and the measures may not tell you what 
you need to know. People may not be truthful about 
the reasons they are absent due to a perceived 
stigma of declaring a mental health related issue.

• Policy is one thing, but the culture of an 
organisation is important, as are the values and 
behaviours demonstrated by leaders.

However,  there should also be room for workplaces 
to develop this with their staff, and create a more 
localised and tailored approach based on these 
three principles.

So… How do you create a workplace culture that 
grows resilience and defines it for its staff and leaders, 
and how do we stretch people (and their talents) 
without causing stress?

A basic definition of resilience could be described as:

          The ability to face and adjust to adversity

          Having control over one’s environment

          Being able to ‘bounce back’ following a challenge or setback
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When I attend networking events hosted 
by the Chamber of Commerce or other 
organisations, one of the most prevalent 
concerns among employers is a skills 
shortage. Many of us struggle to recruit and 
retain excellent people. First on the list of 
reasons cited is the relatively low wages on 
offer in Suffolk compared to our neighbours 
in Cambridgeshire, Essex, Norfolk, and, of 
course, London.

Rather than try to compete in a game we’re simply 
not set up for, how about we play to our strengths 
instead, and build on them? As a county we already 
have a lot going for us in terms of wellbeing – beautiful 
countryside, vibrant market towns, a coastline bustling 
with activity, an active cultural and creative sector. So 
we’re already a great place to live and visit, let’s make 
Suffolk a great place to work as well. 

IMPROVING WORKPLACE 
CULTURE
Research by Deloitte has shown a clear link between a 
positive workplace culture – from a mental health point 
of view – and the bottom line of any business, large or 
small. But how do you create a workplace culture that’s 
good for mental health? What does “good for mental 
health” even mean?

For us at Suffolk Mind, we think it means creating an 
environment in which employees are able to get their 
emotional needs met. 

All of us have brains, and we’re all on the same mental 
health continuum, or spectrum. So we can all potentially 
cross over the stress threshold on that continuum from 
wellbeing into mental ill health. Statistically one in four 
of us, in any given year, will become stressed and then 
unwell with a mild or moderate mental ill health condition. 

Stress is not random – it’s nature’s signalling system 
telling us that one or more of our emotional needs is 
not being met. Just as we have physical needs for food, 
drink, sleep and movement or exercise, we also have 
emotional needs: 

• Control or autonomy over our lives, the design of our 
work, targets and objectives

• Community, or feeling part of something bigger than 
ourselves

• Respect or status, which means receiving concrete 
feedback on our contribution to those communities 
we’re part of, feeling that we’re recognised for what 
we do

• Security, feeling safe at home and secure in our jobs 
at work

• Achievement, being stretched or challenged, which 
is different to being stressed

• Emotional connection, which means having 
someone in our lives who accepts us, warts and all, 
for who we are

• Attention, both giving and receiving the right amount

• Privacy, being able to get time away from modern 
life’s many distractions, to calm down and be able to 
reflect

• Meaning and purpose, being able to see how we’re 
contributing to the wider world, feeling that there’s a 
point to getting out of bed and coming  
to work
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Workplaces are an environment in which we spend a 
lot of our waking time. They are an environment that can 
either help or hinder us in getting those needs met. 

A workplace where people are told what to do and 
not given much freedom to be creative and find 
solutions to challenges in their own way, could be a 
barrier to meeting the need for control and autonomy, 
and therefore a cause of stress. As could an office 
environment that’s open plan, where nobody can get 
away from colleagues to get their need for privacy met. 
Or one where demand outstrips supply all the time, and 
nobody feels in control of their workload. 

A great workplace, with a good culture, is one where 
everyone can see the relationship between their job and 
the overall meaning and purpose of the organisation. 
People have high levels of autonomy, they are stretched 
(not stressed) and challenged, there’s a great community 
feel and people are encouraged to work together on 
problems. They’ll go the extra mile for each other. It’s 
one where we go home on time, not staying late every 
night which might impact on our emotional connection 
with partners or relatives. 

A workplace, in short, that’s an environment that enables 
people to get their needs met in healthy ways will lead 
to motivated, committed and trusted employees. And 
therefore better business.

Don’t take my word for it. Deloitte says the return on 
investment for creating a culture that’s good for mental 
health is 8:1. But more often businesses, when they 
experience people off work with mental ill health, will 
simply provide counselling. This can gain you a return of 
5:1, which is great…but not as good as 8:1.

GETTING STARTED
Large or small, your workplace is made up of human 
beings, all with the same emotional needs as everyone 
else. We’re all wired differently, of course, and some of 
us have more pronounced needs in some areas, but 
essentially we all need to work in an environment that 
doesn’t put up barriers to getting needs met.

The first step to finding out whether your workplace 
is a good environment for emotional needs is to run a 
survey. At Suffolk Mind, we can do this for you through 
our Wellbeing Performance programme. Clients include 
employers as large as East Suffolk and North Essex 
Foundation Trust (Ipswich and Colchester hospitals) 
and as small as Fire Security Ltd, which employs about 
25 people. Even if you are a sole trader, the Emotional 
Needs Audit can be a useful tool for self-reflection.

THE AUDIT SURVEY IS ALSO 
INCLUDED IN THIS PACK. 
SEE PAGE 31
Once you have a benchmark for how well, or otherwise, 
needs are being met across the organisation, you can 
look at the results and think about next steps. Or if staff 
are giving a low score to feeling that their contribution 
is valued, perhaps more could be done to provide 
concrete feedback on their work. You can then repeat 
the survey quarterly or twice a year to track progress. 
Over time, as more and more team members are getting 
their emotional needs met, stress levels in the workplace 
will come down, and sickness absence rates associated 
with mental ill health will fall. More information on the 
Emotional Needs & Resources model is on the Suffolk 
Mind website, as are details of a training course, Suffolk’s 
Needs Met, that is free to individuals and available to 
employers to purchase. www.suffolkmind.org.uk 

Jon Neal  Chief executive, Suffolk Mind.
www.suffolkmind.org.uk/workplacewellbeing



Everyone experiences ups and downs; good days and bad. There are a number of factors that 
can affect our wellbeing and general resilience both in and outside of work. None of us are 
robots, and it is unrealistic to expect us to leave personal issues at home as they can clearly 
have an impact on our working lives.
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HELP IS AVAILABLE
There are options to consider that can help.

• Have you spoken to your line manager? If 
this is not realistic, is there another trusted 
individual that you can speak to?

• Does your organisation have other support 
systems in place such as Mental Health First 
Aiders or employee assistance programme 
(EAP)?

• Are you part of a union and can they offer 
support?

• There are local and national helplines and 
other support available. See the references 
section of this document. See page 34.

WHAT IMPACTS RESILIENCE 
IN THE WORKPLACE?
• Personal circumstances 

• An excessive or unrealistic workload

• Loss of control or autonomy

• A restructure which threatens job security

• Poor management / lack of direction

• Bullying

• Brexit / politics

• Skill shortages

• New technology eg artificial intelligence

• Process / system changes

• Employees working later into life / ageing 
workforce

• Maintaining a good reputation and retaining good 
employees

• Competition in company culture

• Sectors that aren’t growing – those that need to 
make tough decisions about employees

Personal resilience is therefore unique to every 
individual, but there are some general indicators 
described below. 

The main point is that it is ok not to be ok, and we 
will all experience challenges to our wellbeing and 
personal resilience at times. 



There are no single sure-fire ways to foster 
resilience among your workforce. However,  
there are evidence-based options that will 
support employees to be motivated and 
healthier as a result.
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HOW TO MEASURE 
RESILIENCE?
There are many ways to measure resilience - but some 
may be:

• Number of sickness days
• Productivity of the business
• Staff turnover
• Rate of error
• Presenteeism
• Workplace disputes 
• Ask your employees how they are, what is going 

well, what is challenging. Follow up with staff 
surveys and other engagement, find out what has 
changed?

MENTAL HEALTH AND 
WELLBEING 
• Many organisations provide employee assistance 

programmes that can offer specialist support for 
staff struggling with mental health issues. This 
includes support from occupational health and HR 
to free counselling if required.

• Staff and management training is also more 
commonplace, from Mental Health First Aid to 
other specific training including Suffolk Needs Met 
offered by Suffolk Mind (see page 18-19).

• Providing coaching and mentoring to support staff 
to develop their skills.

• Supporting flexible working and not penalising 
staff for unforeseen events such as doctor or vets 
appointments.

• Encouraging a culture of open communication 
between managers and staff, with regular updates 
on business. This is especially effective during times 
of restructure or reorganisation.

PHYSICAL HEALTH
• Encouraging as many opportunities to be 

physically active is important. From organised 
daytime walking groups, to walking meetings, 
there are plenty of ways of building in physical 
activity to the working day. Many organisations 
sponsor and even subsidise bike to work 
schemes, or social opportunities that involve 
physical exercise

• Reviewing the food offer and ensuring that 
healthier eating options are available. Whether 
an organisation has a canteen, vending 
machines or both, it is important to consider 
the offer to staff. This is also a consideration 
when employees work in shifts, such as NHS 
to a factory environment. Some organisations 
go one step further by providing fruit or other 
healthy snacks on certain occasions

• Offering support to quit smoking. OneLife 
Suffolk provides free in-house smoking cessation 
clinics to help staff to quit.  
See page 34

• Considering the alcohol culture to encourage 
sensible drinking and to review policies around 
drinking during the working day

• Ensuring staff stay hydrated by providing free 
access to water and encouraging its use

• Encouraging flexible working where possible 

• Encouraging regular breaks from desks, 
especially among a mainly sedentary working 
environment
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WHAT YOU TOLD US MAKES 
A RESILIENT LEADER…* 
• Someone who treats everyone with respect, and 

fairness.

• Someone with good self-awareness and able to 
meet their own needs (self-care)

• Someone who truly buys into an organisation’s 
culture and is authentic when demonstrating this in 
practice

• Offering acknowledgement to colleagues and 
saying ‘thank you’

• A strong communicator who can influence others 

• An ability to challenge undermining behaviour 

• Someone who is decisive but who listens to others 
to support decision-making

• Can take criticism and change / can accept when 
they are wrong

• Can accept that he/she cannot be good at 
everything so it’s important to trust the views of the 
team around them

• Taking care around the difference between being 
resilient as an individual and the impact you are 
having on your team and others around you (see 
Donald Trump example below)

• Having flexibility and being prepared to adapt to 
each situation

• Must accept they cannot be good at everything 
and take on the burden to deliver on behalf of their 
business 

• Someone who leads by example to define a 
positive organisational culture, and to be authentic 
when practising the organisational values

WHAT DOES YOUR 
ORGANISATION DO TO 
SUPPORT ITS LEADERS TO 
BE RESILIENT?
• Encouraging social events, reducing blame 

between leader and team

• Supporting workplace training e.g. Suffolk 
Mind / workplace mental health

• Building in flexibility including trust when 
employees are working from home

• Business coaching / life coaching / leadership 
development training / mentoring 

• Internal hiring and growing up through the 
ranks

• Acting early rather than fire fighting 

• Good cascade of information (good or bad)

• Ability and expectation to delegate

• Step up training / follow-on training for staff 
that have been in a leadership role for years 
but with initial leadership training that may 
have been many years ago

*The following definitions of what makes for a resilient leader were provided by Suffolk employers during four workshops held between may to October 2019



As the famous advert puts it: How do you do it? 
In this section, a handful of Suffolk employers describe 

their approach to workplace wellbeing and the 
difference this is making to their organisations.  
Want to share your own example with others?  

email healthandwellbeing@suffolk.gov. uk.
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VERTAS: CREATING 
A CULTURE 
THAT SUPPORTS 
RESILIENCE

The Board of Directors sponsor the People Making the 
Difference strategy and our progress against our key 
measures of success are reviewed every quarter. The HR 
Team have joint ownership for the delivery of the actions 
against the strategic goals.

All our programmes are built on the foundations of our 
company values and it is important that across the group 
our colleagues have a shared understanding of these 
values which support a “one team” ethos:

Listed below are the initiatives that we have in place 
currently:

• Vertas Group have been accepted on the Time to 
Change pledge by submitting our organisation 
action plan, one of the first larger FM companies to 
have been accepted. Time to Change is a growing 
social movement working to change the way we all 
think and act about mental health problems.

• Introducing a wellbeing calendar of activities 
aligned with national events, such as Learning at 
Work Week, World Mental Health Day to promote 
participation in related activities, inclusion and 

discussion on relevant topics, promoting support 
and initiatives to our colleagues.

• Robust health and wellbeing company policy

• Trained Mental Health First Aiders across the group

• Free and confidential Employee Assistance 
Programme which includes online Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy treatment for the colleague and 
the members of their household

• E-learning on mental health for all colleagues

• Career Pathways course for our aspiring leaders 
which includes modules on work life balance, 
managing time efficiently, and leading teams

• Colleague loyalty discount scheme which offers 
discounted gym membership and discounts or 
cashback on lifestyle choices, such as Garmin 
devices, Protein Works, Running equipment etc. 

We have a plan of activities and initiatives which includes 
a dedicated Roaming pledge board for colleagues to 
share personal experiences with mental health and 
commitments they are making to support an open 
and inclusive culture, regular monthly colleague 
communications on health and wellbeing, and much 
more. Visit www.vertas.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Vertas is one of the fastest growing multi-services facilities management companies in the 
UK. Colleague health and wellbeing forms a pivotal part of our People Making the Difference; 
People Strategy 2019 to 2023 and we have several schemes and programmes in place to 
support a healthy and resilient workforce.

Sustainable   |   Consistent   |   Integrity

 Partner   |   Agility
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We started with sending out a survey to all employees 
to gain valuable feedback and suggestions. 
This included a number of questions to gain an 
understanding of what topics we should focus the 
campaign on and listen to the ideas put forward from 
the workforce on suggestions the company could 
implement. With this feedback, I then analysed the key 
trends to start planning the wellbeing campaign. 

Once the wellbeing campaign was produced, the next 
step was to form a wellbeing committee. We wanted 
people to get involved and feel listened to so we asked 
for volunteers to take part in a wellbeing committee 
which would focus on implementing the twelve month 
plan and become the voice of the workforce to share 
new ideas and suggestions. 

The wellbeing committee has now been in place since 
July 2019 and we have already made good progress. 
We have fourteen health and wellbeing champions on 
the committee from various departments across the 
business. 

We will continue to work together as a committee to 
create a positive and engaged culture.

Amy Greenacre
HR Business Advisor 
Clays

Visit www.clays.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Clays is a market leading  book printing and self-publishing specialist located in Bungay. 
They have recently commenced a wellbeing campaign to promote health and wellbeing 
among employees. This is based on a twelve month plan focusing on raising awareness 
and offering support on various topics from physical activity, healthy eating, social events 
and mental health illnesses. The campaign ranges from raising awareness of these topics 
and support available, to offering courses to employees. The campaign involves local 
companies who offer services such as stop smoking, mental health support groups, weight 
management courses, health checks, alcohol awareness and various other services that the 
local community can access. 

WELLBEING 
ALL YEAR FOR 
CLAYS
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Treatt understand the importance of staff wellbeing 
and have implemented various schemes to ensure 
staff can bring their best selves to the workplace. 
These initiatives include workplace exercise classes, 
development opportunities, flexible working, social 
events and walking meetings.

Cultivating an environment that empowers teamwork, 
our team work as one, with momentum and 
enthusiasm. Our people are fun and engaged, and this 
culture is how we deliver success now and continue to 
do so in the future. Our employees are excited about 
their careers and work together to create an open and 
inviting environment where they can thrive.

CASE STUDY

Treatt is a leading independent ingredients manufacturer and solutions provider to the 
global flavour, fragrance and consumer goods markets. With offices in the UK, USA, Kenya 
and China, we can meet all of our customer’s needs from our locations across the globe. The 
success of our business is built on the skills, knowledge and personalities of our people, 
which is why the happiness of every employee is paramount.

ALL THE RIGHT 
INGREDIENTS FOR 
WELLBEING IN THE 
WORKPLACE
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RESILIENCE: 
NATURE AND 
NURTURE

Looking at the definitions of resilience in the introduction 
to this resource pack, the words “bounce back” 
caught my eye. For many years we have used an online 
personality profiler at Scrutton Bland, which is designed 
to draw out workplace preferences and form part of 
a long-term discussion about career paths within our 
group. We have often found this a very useful tool, 
mainly to open up conversations about how people 
really like to work. Part of this is a strategy to ensure 
that our people are working in roles which play to their 
strengths, rather than forcing people into jobs where 
they will be less likely to flourish. Interestingly, one of 
the characteristics which we have learned to pay careful 
attention to, for both individuals and teams, is the area 
around buoyancy and “bounce back”. 

Sometimes we have found this discussion is a door to 
more open conversations which have been vital to an 
individual’s development. For example, just because you 
aren’t the sort of person who easily bounces back from 
a difficult time, doesn’t necessarily mean you should 
never be given more responsibility. Often, armed with 
that knowledge, it’s about making sure that person 
has the right support. We have put in place mentoring 
schemes and management training groups to help build 
a network of colleagues who can make all the difference.

We don’t always get it right, but encouraging an open 
culture where people aren’t expected to be superhuman 
all the time can make a big difference.   

So can discouraging a blame culture. Nothing eats 
away quicker at a person’s resilience than the need to 
be constantly on guard against getting the blame when 
things don’t go to plan. From induction onwards we 
try to explain to everyone that we all make mistakes.  
Trying to hide them just makes it worse and we aim 
to make sure there is a clear line of communication so 
people know where they can go for help and guidance, 
whatever the problem. 

Like everything else, that one is a work in progress, but a 
calm voice to talk you through the right procedure, from 
a potential money laundering issue to a lost key fob, can 
help to take away the panic and give a person that all 
important sense of regaining control of the situation and 
getting it in perspective. 

Illness, a bereavement, or a job that has gone wrong, 
will all affect an individual’s ability to bounce back. So, 
whilst resilience will undoubtedly be partly down to our 
genetic makeup (nature), other factors can take their toll 
on a normally robust person. Recognising that in yourself 
and in others, and knowing when to ask for help, may 
just prevent that feeling of sinking without trace. It also 
helps the whole organisation to continue to understand 
more about the complex issue of resilience and how, 
as individuals, we can all help build a better working 
environment.

Visit www.scruttonbland.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Sue Gull, Corporate Services and HR Partner at Scrutton Bland explores how setting up an open 
and non-blaming culture can help to improve an individual’s performance and state of mind.



This final section provides a toolkit for organisations 
to plan, support and measure resilience in 

the workplace. It complements the preceding 
information in this publication, but can be used as 
a standalone section as a practical resource for all 

Suffolk employers.

A TOOLKIT
FOR ACTION
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RESILIENCE IS:

Measuring a resilient organisation is also 
tricky. It is subjective and the measures may 
not tell you what you need to know. People 
may not be truthful about the reasons they are 
absent due to a perceived stigma of declaring 
a mental health related issue

Find out more by visiting www.suffolkchamber.co.uk to download the ‘Building a Resilient County’ toolkit.

“This is what resilience means 
for my organisation…”

Key features of resilience according to Suffolk employers

The ability to face and adjust to adversity

Having control over one’s environment

Being able to ‘bounce back’ following a challenge or setback

“It’s a flexible concept that means different 
things to organisations. It can have 
unintended connotations with “invincibility” 
or “never failing” which can be problematic 
and off-putting for employees

Policy is one thing, but the 
culture of an organisation 
is important, as are the 
values and behaviours 
demonstrated by leaders

“The important point is for each organisation to define what 
resilience means for them, creating a clear statement that 
resonates with the organisation’s culture”

This statement/definition should be produced with staff and 
not set by management

I commit to take this action to 
improve my resilience at work

What more can we do to 
improve resilience where 
we work?



I am able to constructively challenge 
decisions or other issues at work

I am able to give and receive feedback to my 
manager and/or about my organisation

CONTROL

COMMUNICATION

CONNECTION

COMMITMENT 
/ VALUES

CHALLENGE

You could use this checklist to help understand your overall level of resilience, and whether 
there are any particular areas where resilience could be improved.
Score yourself on each element on a five point scale!

1 = Disagree strongly 2= Somewhat disagree 3 = Neither agree or disagree 4 = Somewhat agree 5 = Strongly agree

Are you aware of your organisation’s values 
and mission statement?

Have you been part of creating the values of 
the organisation and so you feel that they are 
demonstrated at all levels?

There are social options to connect with 
colleagues in and outside of work

I am encouraged to socialise and have a say 
in what opportunities are available to do so 
(eg clubs, groups and activities)

I have fun at work

There opportunities for me to talk to my 
manager on a regular basis

I have the opportunity to discuss my priorities 
with my manager and colleagues

I regularly receive, and can contribute to, 
updates about my organisation

I am empowered to take the necessary 
decisions to achieve my work objectives

There is a clear cut-off between work and 
home life (a point at which I am not expected 
to continue working, sending emails etc)

The culture of my workplace supports 
flexible working and allows for unforeseen 
circumstances eg a visit to the doctor or vet

I feel able to adapt to changes in my work 
environment

I am happy that I have achieved a satisfactory 
work/life balance

What’s your score? 
If you are scoring mainly 1s or 2s this could be a strong indication you are not feeling as resilient as you could be.   
Have a look at the resources in this pack and see if you can identify areas that your manager or a trusted colleague could help with.  

3s and 4s? This is good - but are there specific areas where you can focus to improve your resilience? 
5s? This is great news! Can you share your tips for being resilient with colleagues? 

Remember, there is help available from trusted sources, including the information in this toolkit.
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I feel secure in all major areas of my life. 
Such as home or work

I feel in control of my life most of the time

I feel I receive enough attention

I feel I give other people enough attention

I feel have a status that is acknowledged

I feel part of a wider community

I can obtain privacy when I need to

I have a close relationship in my life 

One where you feel physically and/or emotionally 
accepted for who you are. This could be a close friend or pet

I feel I have an emotional connection to others

I feel that my contribution is valued. This could be 
helping others, volunteering or raising a family

I am achieving and feel competent in at least one major 
area of my life

I feel mentally and/or physically stretched in ways which 
give me a sense of meaning and purpose

Below is an Emotional Needs Audit, which can help you to think about how well your needs 
are met – and which needs you could work on to improve emotional health and wellbeing.
This is intended to support you in discussion with your manager or team.

Not at all                                                  Very much so

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

-333 -222 -111 000 111 222 333

Once you have a benchmark for how well, or otherwise, needs are being met across the organisation, you can look at 
the results and think about next steps. You can then repeat the survey quarterly or twice a year to track progress.
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Developed in 2008 by the New Economics 
Foundation, the five ways to wellbeing is 
a useful framework to support people’s 
wellbeing. Why not display them in your 
organisation to remind colleagues?

Take notice – Taking the time to see and appreciate the world around you. It’s very easy to be 
caught up in the daily hustle and bustle. Practising mindfulness can support you to do this, as 
can yoga or Pilates. 

Learn – From trying something new, to revisiting an old skill, learning is key to mental 
wellbeing. This could be trying that musical instrument you have always admired, to learning a 
language or anything in between.

Connect – Take time to connect with others, including friends, family and colleagues. From 
social groups to simply picking up the phone to speak to someone you haven’t caught up with 
in a while, these personal connections are important.

Give – Giving your time or attention can benefit yourself and others. This could be simply 
thanking someone for a piece of work, or smiling at others as you arrive for work. Many 
workplaces also offer time to volunteer, which can be extremely rewarding in its own right.

Be active – Physical and mental health are interconnected, and there’s no better way of 
feeling brighter and more motivated than to take time to get active. Don’t put off going for that 
lunchtime walk!

Find out more by visiting www.healthysuffolk.org.uk and searching for ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’
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A MAJOR STEP TO A HEALTHIER BUSINESS!
For a FREE, flexible and simple way to celebrate  workplace health for your 

business, get involved in the  new award scheme for healthy workplaces.

You can receive accreditation in eight topics, from looking after employees’ mental health 
to encouraging  people to get active.

SMOKING AND
TOBACCO

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

HEALTHY
EATING

ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE MISUSELEADERSHIP

ABSENCE
MANAGEMENT

HEALTH AND
SAFETY

MENTAL
HEALTH 

Find out more and sign up by visiting 
www.healthyworkplaceaward.org.uk

Contact
healthandwellbeing@suffolk.gov.uk
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GENERAL
Suffolk Coaching and Mentoring Partnership

https://www.coachingandmentoringpartnership.co.uk/
Healthwatch Suffolk Health & Care Signposting Service

https://www.healthwatchsuffolk.co.uk/signposting/
OneLife Suffolk at  
www.onelifesuffolk.co.uk

SUICIDE PREVENTION
Amparo Suffolk https://listening-ear.co.uk/amparo/ 
Business in the Community - Suicide Prevention Toolkit 
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/suicide-prevention-toolkit

RESILIENCE
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/developing-resilience-evidence-based-guide-employers
Developing resilience – an evidence based guide for employers

https://fitforwork.org/blog/building-workplace-resilience/
Building workplace resilience, Fit for Work 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/resilience.htm 
Developing resilience – overcoming and growing from setbacks, Mindtools 

http://www.acas.org.uk/media/pdf/a/i/Resilience.pdf
Building resilience in the modern workplace, ACAS, 2017

BUSINESS TOOLKITS
Self Assessment Toolkit: Assess your organisation’s mental and musculoskeletal health  
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/self-assessment-toolkit 
Musculoskeletal Health Toolkit for Employees  
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/musculoskeletal-health-toolkit-employers
Mental Health for Employers Toolkit  
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/mental-health-employers-toolkit

IMPLEMENTING EFFECTIVE MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS TRAINING
Physical Activity, Healthier Eating and Healthy Weight

https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/physical-activity-healthy-eating-and-healthier-weight-toolkit-
employers
Drugs, Alcohol and Tobacco: A toolkit for employers 
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/drugs-alcohol-and-tobacco-toolkit-employers
Sleep and Recovery Toolkit  
https://wellbeing.bitc.org.uk/all-resources/toolkits/sleep-and-recovery-toolkit
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I commit to the following to support my own resilience at work and to contribute to a more resilient organisation 
(please complete all that apply)

You’ve taken your resilience pledge, why not share it to inspire others in Suffolk? Email healthandwellbeing@
suffolk.gov.uk or tweet at #suffolkresilientcounty to pass on your pledge

I will take the following action to improve my own resilience

I will support my manager/managers to be more resilient by taking the following action(s)

I will support my team to be more resilient by taking the following action(s)

Based on what I have learned, I will take the following steps to contribute to a more resilient organisation

You can use this template to 
complete a personal or business 
pledge for resilience. You could 
use also review your pledge on a 
six monthly or yearly basis!



www.healthysuffolk.org.uk
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